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Abstract

A data and dynamics driven approach to estimate, decompose, organize and analyze the evolving three-dimensional
variability of ocean fields is outlined. Variability refers here to the statistics of the differences between ocean states and a
reference state. In general, these statistics evolve in time and space. For a first endeavor, the variability subspace defined by
the dominant eigendecomposition of a normalized form of the variability covariance is evolved. A multiscale methodology
for its initialization and forecast is outlined. It combines data and primitive equation dynamics within a Monte-Carlo
approach.

The methodology is applied to part of a multidisciplinary experiment that occurred in Massachusetts Bay in late summer
and early fall of 1998. For a 4-day time period, the three-dimensional and multivariate properties of the variability standard
deviations and dominant eigenvectors are studied. Two variability patterns are discussed in detail. One relates to a
displacement of the Gulf of Maine coastal current offshore from Cape Ann, with the creation of adjacent mesoscale
recirculation cells. The other relates to a Bay-wide coastal upwelling mode from Barnstable Harbor to Gloucester in response
to strong southerly winds. Snapshots and tendencies of physical fields and trajectories of simulated Lagrangian drifters are
employed to diagnose and illustrate the use of the dominant variability covariance. The variability subspace is shown to
guide the dynamical analysis of the physical fields. For the stratified conditions, it is found that strong wind events can alter
the structures of the buoyancy flow and that circulation features are more variable than previously described, on multiple
scales. In several locations, the factors estimated to be important include some or all of the atmospheric and surface pressure
forcings, and associated Ekman transports and downwellingrupwelling processes, the Coriolis force, the pressure force,
inertia and mixing. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the past few decades, important progress
has been made toward accurate forecasts of three-di-
mensional atmospheric and oceanic fields. Such fore-
casts have been issued for a wide range of scales,
processes and purposes: for example, scales from
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nearshore surface wave heights to global climate
fluctuations, processes from rainfall to fisheries
catches, and purposes from scientific inquiries to
real-time operations and management. However,
forecasts of the evolution of the variability in the
statistical sense are only beginning to be carried out,
considering scales of days to decades for the atmo-
sphere, and months to years for the ocean. With the
advent of efficient and multidisciplinary ocean ob-

Žserving and prediction systems Smith, 1993; Robin-
.son and the LOOPS group, 1999 , accurate estimates

of the future ocean variability are becoming feasible
at higher resolutions. An objective of the present
study is to forecast, decompose, organize and ana-
lyze the variability of multiscale physical ocean
fields. The variability forecasts studied were carried
out during a real-time multidisciplinary experiment

Ž .that occurred in Massachusetts Bay Mass. Bay in
late summer and early fall of 1998.

Variability refers here to the statistics of the
differences between ocean states and a reference
state. It depends on the reference state, on the ocean
scales and processes considered, and on how their
evolution is considered. Variability can be the statis-
tics of the differences between the evolving ocean
state and a state of reference either varying or con-
stant, e.g. the average state over a certain period. It
can be the statistics of the differences between possi-
ble ocean evolutions, i.e. evolutions of distinct but
possible initial conditions and forcings, and a refer-
ence expected evolution. These are the two specific
definitions considered here. The first one relates to
time-averaging and usually deterministic evolutions,
the second to ensemble-averaging and usually
stochastic evolutions. Under certain circumstances,
these two types of variability can be similar; this is
briefly explored for Mass. Bay in Section 5, and a
framework for comparisons is discussed in Appendix
B. Another common type of variability corresponds
to the statistics of the variations of simulated ocean
fields in response to artificial changes in varied

Žfactors e.g. add, remove or change the stratification,
.atmospheric effects . Variability is then associated

with Awhat-ifB scenarios or sensitivity studies. This
latter definition is a common approach for seeking
understanding, but it is not employed in the present
experiment, which seeks to forecast and study the
natural variability.

Ž .The Massachusetts Bay Sea Trial MBST-98 was
a pilot field experiment performed in a partnership
including the programs of the Littoral Ocean Observ-

Žing and Predicting System Robinson and the LOOPS
.group, 1999 , Advanced Fisheries Management and

ŽInformation Service Rothschild and the AFMIS
.group, 1999 and Autonomous Ocean Sampling Net-

Ž .work AOSN, Curtin et al., 1993 . The objectives
included trials of platforms and sensors, system inte-
grations and a demonstration of concept for real-time
multifield estimation. A specific scientific focus was
phytoplankton and zooplankton patchiness. Simulta-
neous physical and biological data sets were ob-
tained, characterizing structures and variabilities from
tens of meters to tens of kilometers. These data were
assimilated into interdisciplinary models, using opti-
mal interpolation and error subspace statistical esti-

Ž .mation Lermusiaux, 1997, 1999a,b . Forecasts of
the fields, and of error and variability covariances,
were provided. These forecasts were used for adap-
tive sampling with three research vessels and two
fleets of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles. Several
hypotheses concerning the dynamical interactions
among the circulation, productivity and ecosystem
systems were inferred, as summarized in Robinson

Ž .and the LOOPS group 1999 and Rothschild and the
Ž .AFMIS group 1999 .

Instead of the fields themselves, the focus here is
on the dominant four-dimensional variability, hence
the dominant changes and events. The variability
forecast is obtained by a multiscale methodology
combining the available data and numerical dynami-
cal model within a Monte-Carlo approach. It is
decomposed and organized via a singular value de-

Ž .composition SVD . The purpose is not to verify
Žfield forecasts e.g. see Rothschild and the AFMIS

.group, 1999, for that , nor to analyze errors or the
Ž .assimilation scheme e.g. see Lermusiaux, 1999a,b ,

but to illustrate, classify and try to understand the
dominant dynamical variability estimated. One may
wonder why it is useful to forecast and decompose

Ž .the variability. There are several reasons, e.g. i
knowing the future dominant changes is often valu-
able, either for scientific understanding, management

Ž .or monitoring; ii a dominant variability pattern is
more significant statistically than a time-difference

Ž .field; and iii these dominant three-dimensional and
multivariate patterns can guide the dynamical analy-
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sis. In the case of MBST-98, several physical fea-
tures and processes of the Bay are in fact located and
studied based on the variability forecasts. Snapshots
and tendencies of physical fields, and the trajectories
of simulated Lagrangian drifters, are utilized to illus-
trate and confirm the dynamical value of the variabil-
ity patterns.

The text is organized as follows. The dynamics of
the Bay is briefly overviewed in Section 1.1. The
main issues and approach are summarized in Section
2, the adaptive data sampling and dynamical model
are in Section 3. The methodology to initialize,
forecast and organize the variability is described in
Section 4; the mathematical formulation is in Ap-
pendix A. The variability forecasts are exemplified,
analyzed and evaluated in Section 5. The conclusions
are in Section 6. In Section 4 and Appendix B,
relationships with classic empirical orthogonal func-

Ž .tion EOF approaches are discussed. The timings of
the forecasts exemplified are in Appendix C.

1.1. Aspects of the dynamics of Mass. Bay and scales
of Õariability considered

The term Mass. Bay refers here to the semi-en-
closed embayment adjacent to the Gulf of Maine
Ž .Fig. 1 . Its dimensions are approximately 100=50
km. It is bounded to the north by Cape Ann, to the
south by Cape Cod and partially to the east by
Stellwagen Bank, which rises up to 30 m. The North
and South Passages are two gateways to the Gulf.
The deepest portion, about 80–90 m, is known as
Stellwagen Basin. The average depth is about 35 m
Ž .Signell et al., 1993 .

The mean circulation is observed to be cyclonic
Žaround the Bay, from north to south Geyer et al.,

.1992 . This mean flow from Cape Ann to Race Point
is mostly driven by remote forcings from the Gulf of

ŽMaine coastal current and mean wind stress Blum-
berg et al., 1993; Wallace and Braasch, 1996; Bog-

.den et al., 1996; Brown, 1998 . Based on an analysis
of the previous literature and on several Observing

ŽSystem Simulation Experiments e.g. Houtekamer
.and Derome, 1995; Atlas, 1997; Hackert et al., 1998

carried out at Harvard prior to MBST-98, an estimate
of the main horizontal circulation features at the top
of the pycnocline was compiled for stratified condi-

Ž .tions Fig. 1 . We found that the Gulf of Maine
coastal current can have three branches: one is the
Mass. Bay coastal current, one enters the Bay but not
Cape Cod Bay, and one flows along Stellwagen
Bank, without entering Mass. Bay. Two gyres are
often present, one in Cape Cod Bay and another to
the north of Stellwagen Basin, but their sense of
rotation is variable. Below the main pycnocline, we
found that currents are usually of smaller amplitudes
than, and of directions opposite to, the main buoy-

Ž .ancy flow i.e. thermal-wind driven flow . These
bottom currents are influenced by surface wind and
pressure forcings, bottom friction, geostrophic bal-
ance and the basin geometry. The four-dimensional
results of MBST-98 confirm and refine these find-

Ž .ings see Section 5 for quantitative estimates .
The variability in Mass. Bay occurs on multiple

scales, in response to internal dynamics and external
forcings. The interannual variability has not been
studied extensively, but the seasonal variability is

Ž .known to be important Geyer et al., 1992 . For
example, on yearly average, the wind stress in Octo-
ber to March is greater than in the rest of the year,

Ž .especially than in summer Geyer et al., 1992 .
During the stratified seasons, the mesoscale variabil-

Žity has been estimated to be significant Signell et
. Žal., 1993 , which is a result confirmed here see

.Sections 5 and 6 . At weather time scales, important
wind-driven responses have also been observed
Ž .Geyer et al., 1992 . The wind forcing often changes
direction, with correlation times of the order of a
day. Another time-scale emerging from MBST-98
corresponds to that of the storms capable of driving

Ž .major changes in the buoyancy circulation Fig. 1 .
During Aug. 17–Oct. 5, 1998, seven of such storms
were found to occur, which is about one every week.
These scales of a day to a week have not yet been
analyzed comprehensively in Mass. Bay, with ad-
vanced data assimilation and numerical modeling.

ŽMost of the new findings of MBST-98 Robinson
and the LOOPS group, 1999; Rothschild and the

.AFMIS group, 1999 in fact relate to this time
window. In Sections 5 and 6, it is mainly the com-
bined influence of atmospheric weather forcings,
internal pressure gradients and Coriolis force on the

Žsub-mesoscale to Bay-scale variability upwelling,
downwelling, Bay-wide responses, frontogenesis, ed-

.dies, vortices, etc which is considered.
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Ž .Fig. 1. Cartoon of horizontal circulation patterns for stratified conditions in Massachusetts Bay, overlying topography in meters thin lines .
The patterns drawn correspond to main currents in the upper layers of the pycnocline where the buoyancy driven component of the
horizontal flow is often the largest. These patterns are not present at all times. The most common patterns are in solid lines, the less common

Ž .are dashed. The cartoon combines interpretations of results described by Geyer et al., 1992 , and references therein, with the numerical
Žcirculations of Observing System Simulation Experiments carried out starting a year and a half prior to MBST-98 P.J. Haley and P.F.J.

.Lermusiaux, personal communication . These experiments used the Harvard Ocean Prediction System and assimilated historical in situ data
Ž .provided by Prof. G.B. Gardner personal communication . The cartoon agrees with, but does not contain all of the results of, the real-time

component of MBST-98.

At higher frequencies and smaller scales, inertial
oscillations, tidal effects and internal waves are im-
portant at certain times and locations. The generation
and southwestward propagation of semidiurnal inter-
nal oscillations, bores and solitons above the western
slope of Stellwagen Bank have been studied from

Žobservational Halpern, 1971; Haury et al., 1979;
.Chereskin, 1983; Trask and Briscoe, 1983 , experi-

Ž .mental Matsuura and Hibiya, 1990 and nume-
Žrical–theoretical Lee and Beardsley, 1974; Hibiya,

.1988; Gerkema, 1996; Grimshaw et al., 1998 stand
points. These processes, of largest amplitudes at the
outer boundary of the Bay, are not studied here.

Ž .Because of the bathymetry Fig. 1 , the strongest
tidal currents are found near Race Point; some en-
hancement also occurs near Boston Harbor and Stell-
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Žwagen Bank Geyer et al., 1992; Signell and But-
.man, 1992 . Although tides can lead to localized

water exchanges near Race Point and Boston Harbor,
tidal currents have not been observed to be an impor-

Žtant transport mechanism in the Bay Geyer et al.,
.1992 . Mixing due to tidal effects and internal waves

can however be important near Stellwagen Bank and
Ž .in coastal areas Geyer and Ledwell, 1997 . Internal

tidal currents increase turbulence levels in the bot-
tom and coastal boundary layers, while internal waves
are a source of shear in the thermocline.

Other dynamical processes that have been studied
in Mass. Bay, many of which have been motivated
by a sewage abatement project, include bottom fric-

Žtion and coastal boundary mixing Signell and List,
.1997; Geyer and Ledwell, 1997 , zooplankton vari-

Ž .ability Turner, 1992 , biochemical and physical in-
Žteractions Kelly, 1997, 1998; Kelly and Doering,
. Ž .1997, 1999 , sewage pollutions Tucker et al., 1999

Ž .and toxic blooms Anderson, 1997 .

2. Issues and approach

The ocean evolves in time and space via internal
dynamical phenomena and in response to external
body and boundary forcings. Events and resonant
interactions occur over multiple scales, often inter-
mittently and with strong similarities between occur-
rences. Most variations of oceanic properties are thus
interconnected, structured and scale-dependent. As a

Ž .result, by definition Section 1 , the oceanic variabil-
ity can be expected to possess these intrinsic at-

Ž .tributes dynamic, eventful, structured, etc.
Based on the above observations, regardless of

Žtheir scope and spectral window Nihoul and Djenidi,
.1998 , most comprehensive oceanic models involve

multiple and coupled dynamical state variables. Sim-
ilarly, a diverse, efficient and compatible mix of
measurements has become the requirement for most
four-dimensional and multidisciplinary investiga-
tions. Aiming for realistic field estimates, data assim-

Žilation Daley, 1991; Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli,
1991; Bennett, 1992; Evensen, 1994; Wunsch, 1996;

.Robinson et al., 1998 is utilized to combine both
models and data.

Trying to be as realistic as field estimates, the
ocean variability is here also computed by combin-

ing dynamical models with data. Such an estimation
of the variability is challenging, mainly for four
reasons. Determining the ideal type and number of
quantities that efficiently describe the ocean statistics

Žis still an area of active research e.g. Salmon, 1998,
.Chapters 5 and 6 . The discrete dynamical models

available are large, imperfect and complex. The ocean
data are limited and noisy. Finally, ocean state evolu-
tions, hence the variability, are often sensitive to
initial conditions.

Addressing these four challenges one at a time, in
the present endeavor, the variability is limited to its
covariances or second-moments. This starting point
is partly motivated by the fact that within all mo-
ments, the second one is often an important and
useful characteristic of the variability in natural sys-
tems. Secondly, since realistic dynamical models are
complex and large, an efficient representation of the
covariances is necessary: their likely complex prop-

Žerties three-dimensional, multivariate, multiscale,
.etc. are here not removed, but their significant

components or subspace are sought. Significance is
presently measured based on a percentage of vari-
ance explained. The variability subspace is then de-
fined by the AdominantB eigenfunctions of the vari-

Ž .ability covariance Section 4 . Its dynamics is
presently forecasted via a Monte-Carlo approach
Ž .Section 4.2 , mainly because of the likely efficacy
of this method when nonlinearities occur. Thirdly,
since the relevant data are usually limited, it is
essential to use them all and often necessary to
compensate their weaknesses by fitting their values

Ž .to analytical models Section 5.1 . Fourthly, to limit
the sensitivity to initial conditions, the dominant

Ž .variability is initialized Section 4.1 based on the
Ž .complete dynamics and relevant data Section 3 .

3. Data and dynamical model

3.1. Data

During MBST-98, from Aug. 17 to Oct. 5, the
hydrographic shipboard data added up to 215 con-

Ž .ductivity–temperature–depth CTD profiles and the
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle missions to an
equivalent of 280 CTD profiles. These observations
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Žwere gathered in three phases Rothschild and the
. ŽAFMIS group, 1999 : the initialization surveys Aug.

. Ž .17–21 , update surveys Sep. 2–4 and 2 weeks of
Žintensive engineering and scientific operations Sep.

.17–Oct. 5 . To collect these hydrographic data, an
adaptive sampling methodology was carried out in
real-time. The sampling strategies were designed

Ž .based on i ocean field forecasts assimilating the
Ž .prior data, and ii forecasts of dominant error

Žor variability covariances variance and dominant
.eigenvectors, see Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 . The goals

Ž .were to i sample the regions of most active or
Ž .interesting dynamics, and ii minimize forecast un-

certainties. Optimal strategies were also subject to
Žweather and operational platforms, sensors, sched-

.ules constraints. Examples of the resulting real-time
sampling patterns are shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the
multiplicity of scales and variables measured 1.

All CTD profiles used here were collected before
and on Sep. 27. The other data employed consist of
the: Fleet Numerical Meteorologic and Oceano-

Ž .graphic Center FNMOC data for the computation
of the atmospheric forcings; climatological data
Ž .LOC, Lozier et al., 1996 to estimate the Bay-scales
of the initial fields in the outer Cape region only
Ž .Section 5.1.1 ; and satellite data for model calibra-
tions.

3.2. Dynamical model

ŽThe numerical dynamical model used Appendix
Ž ..A, Eq. A1a is the nonlinear, stochastic primitive
Ž .equation PE model of the Harvard Ocean Predic-

Žtion System HOPS; e.g. Robinson, 1996; Lozano et
.al., 1996; Lermusiaux, 1997 . The state variables are

the dynamical tracers, temperature T and salinity S,
the barotropic transport stream function c , and the

Ž . Ž .zonal x and meridional y internal velocities, û
and Õ, respectively; the corresponding fieldsrvaria-ˆ
bility are henceforth called the PE fieldsrvariability.
The vertical coordinate system is a topography-fol-

1 Note that most of the turbulence scales are not resolved by the
Ž .1.668-km model grid Section 3.2 . A usage of the turbulence data

Ž .Fig. 2f is in fact the calibration of the sub-grid scales mixing
Ž .parameters Table 1 .

Žlowing system Adouble-sigma,B e.g. Lozano et al.,
.1994 . The tuning and calibration of the PE model

started a year prior to MBST-98. During the real-time
experiment, the values of the numerical and physical
parameters were evolved in time, in accord with the

Žincoming in situ, satellite and atmospheric data see
Rothschild and the AFMIS group, 1999, Appendix

.VI . The values of the main parameters listed in
Table 1 were used during the last days of September

Ž .and first week of October early fall , which is the
period considered in Section 5.

To analyze our results, several parametrizations
are important2, e.g. that of the diverse mixing pro-

Ž .cesses Section 1.1 . The horizontal subgrid-scale
mixing and numerical noise filtering is carried out by

Ž .applying a Shapiro filter Shapiro, 1970 on the
variations of the total velocity, tracers and barotropic

Žvorticity tendency see triplets F , F , F , F , F inu Õ T S v t

.Table 1 . The vertical mixing is a Laplacian mixing.
The profiles of the vertical eddy coefficients are
computed as a function of space, time and local

Žphysical fields L.A. Anderson and C.J. Lozano,
.personal communication . Near the surface, a mix-

ing-layer model transfers and dissipates the atmo-
Žspheric forcings wind-stress and buoyancy flux

computed from daily 12GMT FNMOC data, and
.interpolated linearly in time . It first evaluates the

local depth of turbulent wind-mixing or AEkman
eŽ .depthB h x, y, t . This depth is assumed propor-

tional to the Adepth of frictional influenceB that is
e ) Žlimited by rotation, i.e. h sE u rf Rossby andk 0

.Montgomery, 1935; Cushman-Roisin, 1994 . In this
similarity height relationship, the turbulent friction

) Ž . 5 5velocity u x, y ( t rr is computed from the( 0

wind stress vector t and reference density r . The0
Ž .coefficient E is an empirical factor Table 1 and fk 0

is the Coriolis parameter. The final he is further
constrained by adjustable bounds he FheFhe .min max

Once he is computed, the vertical eddy coefficients
within he are set to the empirical values Ae and K e

Õ Õ

Ž .Table 1 . This vertical mixing-layer model is one of

2 Based on 2 months of empirical experience, the relative
uncertainty of the values given in Table 1 is near "25%. The

Ž .forecasts being short a few days to a week , smaller relative
changes in the parameter values usually led to insignificant changes
in skill.
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Ž . ŽFig. 2. Multiscale adaptive sampling patterns. a Bay scales and external oceanic forcings note adapted zigzag in Gulf of Maine and over
. Ž .Georges Bank , with CTD, Plankton and Fluorescence sensors. b Mesoscales, mainly outside of Cape Cod Bay, and in the open boundary

Ž . Ž . Žregions, with CTD sensors. c Mesoscale and d sub-mesoscales, mainly in Cape Cod Bay, with CTD and TAPS Dr. D.V. Holliday,
. Ž . Žpersonal communication sensors. e Sub-mesoscales, mainly in Cape Cod Bay, with CTD and Fluorescence sensors Dr. J. Bellingham,
. Ž . Ž .personal communication . f Turbulent scales in Cape Cod Bay, with CTD and ADV-O sensors Dr. Ed. Levine, personal communication .

Ž . ŽFor the RrV Oceanus and Lucky Lady two main platforms , sampling patterns were designed daily a pattern requires about 9–12 h of
. Ž . Ž . Ž .ship-time . On b – d , different shades of grey distinguish such daily patterns and symbols triangle, diamond, circle, etc. indicate

sampling positions.

Žthe common results of more complex models e.g.
Mofjeld and Lavelle, 1984; Garwood et al., 1985;

. eStigebrandt, 1985; Large et al., 1994 . Below h ,
eddy viscosities and diffusivities are estimated based
on the local gradient Richardson number Ri, using a

scheme similar to that of Pacanowski and Philander
Ž . Ž .1981 . Where Ri x, y, z, t is G0, the eddy
viscosity and diffusivity are set to A sAb q

Õ Õ

Ž . Ž .2 b Ž . Ž .3
Õ r 1q5Ri and K sK q Õ r 1q5Ri .0 Õ Õ 0

In this shear vertical mixing scheme, the adjustable
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Table 1
Dynamical model parameters

Numerical parameters

Centroid latitude and longitude 42.31N, y70.48W
Ž . Ž .Domain extension 86.74 km x , 148.45 km y

Grid resolution 1.668 km
Ž . Ž . Ž .Grid size 53 x , 90 y , 16 levels, double sigma

Time step 225 s
State vector size 310,050

Physical parameters

Horizontal mixingrshapiro filter F , F : 4-1-1; F , F : 4-1-1; F : 2-2-1u Õ T S v t
e eSurface vertical mixing response to E s0.040; h s1 m; h s9 m;k min max

e 2 y1 e 2 y1Ž .atmospheric forcing Ekman layer A s15 cm s ; K s0.75 cm s
Õ Õ

b 2 y1 b 2 y1 2 y1Interior shear vertical mixing A s0.5 cm s ; K s0.01 cm s ; y s50 cm s ;
Õ Õ 0
cvct 2 y1 cvct 2 y1A s50 cm s ; K s50 cm s
Õ Õ

Open boundary conditions u,Õ: ORI; T ,S: ORI; c : ORE ; v : OREˆ ˆ 1r2 t 1r2

Drag coefficient C s0.0025d

Rayleigh coastal friction t s5400 s; L s1.668 kmc c

Rayleigh bottom friction t s10,800 s; H s2 bottom levelsb b

parameters are the background coefficients, Ab and
Õ

K b, and shear eddy viscosity at Ris0, denoted by
Õ

Ž .Õ Table 1 . For negative Ri’s, the convective val-0

ues Acvct and K cvct are utilized. These coefficients
Õ Õ

Acvct and K cvct are also used at all depths and
Õ Õ

locations where the water column is statically unsta-
ble. At the open boundaries, conditions based on an

Ž . ŽOrlanski radiation ORIrORE scheme Orlanski,
.1976; Lermusiaux, 1997 are employed. Across

coastlines, the normal flow and tracer flux are set to
zero. Along coastlines, the tangential flow is weak-
ened using a Rayleigh friction of relaxation time tc

Ž .and Gaussian decay horizontal-scale L Table 1 . Atc

the bottom, a dynamic stress balance is applied to the
momentum equations, with a drag coefficient C . And

additional Rayleigh friction of relaxation time t b

and Gaussian decay vertical-scale H is employed tob

parametrize a simple bottom boundary layer for mo-
mentum.

To represent the mixing due to tidal effects and
Ž .internal waves Section 1.1 , a mixing parametriza-

tion increasing in accord with tidal forcing fields was
also utilized. However, this enhanced mixing did not
lead to ocean fields significantly different from these

Ž . Žproduced from the model Table 1 without it P.J.
.Haley, personal communication . For the data avail-

Ž .able Section 3.1 and resolution employed, the dif-
ferences were within uncertainty estimates.

4. Methodology

Considering the dynamical equations for the ocean
state in their discretized form in space, with the
above approach, the goal is to initialize and evolve

Žthe AdominantB eigendecomposition of the normal-
3.ized variability covariance matrix, combining data

and dynamics. This AdominantB eigendecomposition
or variability subspace corresponds to the eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues which account for most of the
Ž .normalized variability variance. A mathematical
formulation of these statements is outlined in Ap-
pendix A. Except for a few shorthands, the conven-

Ž .tions of Ide et al. 1997 are followed. In particular,
an estimate of the dominant eigendecomposition of
the variability covariance at time t is denoted by

pŽ . Ž ) Ž . TŽ . Ž .B t (E t P t E t , where the diagonal of P t
contains the largest p eigenvalues and the columns

3 Multivariate covariances are dimensional, but all decomposi-
tions are carried out on non-dimensionalized covariances so as to

Ž .be unit-independent see Appendix A . To lighten the text, the
term AnormalizedB is however usually omitted.
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Ž .of E t , the corresponding eigenvectors. The defini-
tions of other symbols employed are in Appendix A.

In a sense, combining data and dynamics to evolve
the variability subspace connects the EOF represen-

Žtation of data e.g. von Storch and Frankignoul,
.1998 with the dynamical normal mode decomposi-
Ž .tion e.g. Kundu, 1990 . The classic version of these

two decompositions is extended: all properties of the
variability subspace, e.g. its size p, its eigenbase and
its eigenvalues, are here allowed to vary with time,
on multiple scales, as a function of field variations.
In Appendix B, a few relations between the classic
spatial EOFs, or the eigendecomposition of time-
averaged sample variability covariances, and the pre-
sent eigendecomposition of dynamically evolving
variability covariances are discussed. The methodol-
ogy utilized in Section 5 to initialize and forecast the
variability subspace is outlined next.

4.1. Initialization of the Õariability subspace

Following Section 2, both data and dynamics are
pŽ .used to estimate B t , where t denotes the initial0 0

time. In situ data are here temperature and salinity
Ž .profiles Section 3.1 , on multiple time and space

scales. The dynamics is governed by a stochastic
Žprimitive equation model Section 3.2 and Appendix

.A . The reference primitive equation state at t is0
� 4Ž .denoted by EE x t .0

The above situation is typical for the initialization
Ž .scheme of Lermusiaux et al. 2000 . This scheme

proceeds in two stages. Briefly, for the variables,
Ž .regions and regimes with synoptic recent data, the

dominant variability is specified, either directly from
these data or via an analytical model fit to these data.
This determines the AobservedB portions of the vari-
ability subspace at t , accounting for the measured0

complexities of nature. In the second stage, the
Anon-observedB portions are built by cross-covari-
ances, in accord with the observed ones, by carrying
out an ensemble of adjustment dynamical model
integrations. For each of such integrations, the initial
state is first perturbed by a random combination of
vectors lying in the AobservedB portions of the vari-

Ž .ability subspace result of the first stage . The equa-
Ž .tions of the model in Appendix A, Eq. A1a , which

Ž .govern the lesser sampled non-observed variables,
are then integrated forward in time, until these vari-

ables are statistically adjusted to the dynamical model
and observed variability. In doing so, all variables
and parameters perturbed based on the observed

Žvariability are here kept fixed reduces integration
.costs and avoids numerical errors . The statistical

adjustment is usually reached when the time-rates-
of-change of the non-observed variables stabilize
within a range adequate for the dynamics of interest
Žthe duration of integration varies with the dynamics
and data at hand, and with the quality of the first-

.guess at the fields to be adjusted . Each integration
leads to one dynamically adjusted state. Subtracting

� 4Ž .the reference EE x t from these adjusted states0

leads to an ensemble of variability samples, which is
normalized and organized by SVD. The ensemble
size, or total number of adjustment integrations, is
increased until it is estimated large enough to explain
most of the variability variance. This is assessed by a
convergence criterion which measures the added
value of new samples to the covariance estimate. The
criterion is here based on the SVD of the zero-mean,

Žnormalized variability samples Lermusiaux, 1997;
.Lermusiaux and Robinson, 1999 . When the criterion

pŽ . Tis satisfied, the estimate B t (E P E is avail-0 0 0 0

able.
The above initialization scheme has roots in the

relations discussed in Appendix B. Its first stage
computes the observed portions of the variability
using past samples, as a fading-memory time-aver-

Ž . Ž .aged covariance C t see Appendix B.2 . Its sec-l 0
pŽ .ond stage completes B t by ensemble averaging,0

Ž .integrating the equations of Appendix A, Eqs. A4a,b
that correspond to the non-observed variability. The
specifics of the present procedure are in Section
5.1.2.

4.2. Forecast of the Õariability subspace

pŽ .The forecast of B t is carried out via a sequen-
Žtial Monte-Carlo approach e.g. Robert and Casella,

.1999; Chen et al., 2000 , simulating Appendix A,
Ž . Ž .Eqs. A4a – 5 by carrying out an ensemble of

perturbed forecasts. The perturbed initial states are
� 4Ž . pŽ .created based on EE x t and B t . Using the0 0

Ž .model of Appendix A, Eq. A1a , these states are
evolved forward in parallel, up to the time t for
which a forecast of B p is desired. Variability sam-

� 4Ž .ples from the ensemble mean, estimate of EE x t in
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Ž .Appendix A, Eq. A2 are then computed, normal-
ized, and their SVD evaluated. This is continued, i.e.

Ž .new perturbed integrations of Appendix A, Eq. A1a
carried out and the rank p of B p increased, until the
added value of new variability samples is found
small enough or insignificant based on a conver-

pŽ .gence criterion. At that point, B t is obtained. The
procedure can then be reproduced for the next fore-
cast time.

For nonlinear systems, this scheme is a simple
method for tracking the evolving subspace of the
variability covariance. The nonlinear and stochastic
terms continuously excite new directions in the state
space and the size p of the subspace varies based on

Ža convergence criterion p increasesrdecreases so
that the subspace explains most of the variability

.variance . For linear systems, more of such subspace
Žtrackers have been derived e.g. Oja, 1992; Dehaene,

.1995; Haykin, 1996; Lermusiaux, 1997 .

5. Dominant variability covariance forecasts

The real-time simulation illustrated and studied in
detail corresponds to the four days between Sep.
27–Oct. 1, 1998. The primitive equation fields and
dominant variability covariance were first initialized

Ž . Žfor Sep. 27 Section 5.1 and then forecasted Sec-
.tion 5.2 . Note that the first 2 model-days are hind-

casts carried out to allow the initial fields and domi-
nant variability to adapt to the complete, wind-forced

Ž Ž . Ž ..dynamics Appendix A, Eqs. A1a and A4a,b .
Ž .The last 2 model-days Sep. 29 to Oct. 1 are the

actual forecasting period. The elapsed-times of these
computations are given in Appendix C.

5.1. First-guess initial conditions for Sep. 27

5.1.1. Initial primitiÕe equation fields
The gridded tracer fields for Sep. 27 were ob-

Žtained by two-scale objective analysis Robinson,
.1996; Lozano et al., 1996 of the data available at

that time, on 22 horizontal levels. The two scales
were the Bay scales and mesoscales. For each level,

Ž .the non-dimensional 0 to 1 historical and synoptic
data error variances were calibrated to 0.3 and 0.15,
respectively, based on experience and on improve-

ments of skill by trial-and-error. The non-dimen-
sional horizontal covariance function utilized was a

ŽAMexican hatB negated second-derivative of a two-
.dimensional Gaussian function . Bay scales were

first mapped, using the 142 profiles collected from
Sep. 17 to 27 and 10 LOC climatological profiles
located east of Cape Cod so as to constrain the
outflow of the Gulf of Maine coastal current. For
these Bay scales, the zero-crossings were fit to data
at 60 km and spatial decay-scales at 25 km. The
mesoscale correction was then added to the Bay
scales, based only on the profiles gathered during
Sep. 17–27. The mesoscale zero-crossings were fit
to data at 20 km, spatial decay-scales at 6.5 km and

Ždecorrelation-time at 5 days time centered on Sep.
.27 . Once the tracer fields were gridded, a first-guess

at the initial flow conditions was computed assuming
thermal-wind balance, up and down from a level of
no motion fit at 35 m. In that computation, the
barotropic transport was constrained along the open

Ž .boundary of the domain Fig. 1 to account for the
Gulf of Maine coastal current: an inflow of 0.08 Sv
was imposed at the northern side, zero transport at
the eastern side and an outflow of 0.08 Sv at the

Žsouthern side most corresponding barotropic veloci-
ties, function of depth and transport gradient, are
between 0 and 10 cmrs, the maxima reach 20

.cmrs . This choice was based on calibrations prior
Ž .to Sep. 27 and on Geyer et al. 1992 .

The resulting initial field estimate is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The situation on Sep. 27 is interesting be-

Žcause it was preceded by a strong northerly from the
.north wind event on Sep. 23, and then a sustained

period of weak to medium westerly–southwesterly
winds from Sep. 25 to 27. As a result, upwellings
have occurred along both the east and west coast-
lines of Cape Cod Bay and anticyclonic vortices
have been formed on each side of the open-boundary

Žof Cape Cod Bay. The vortex in Cape Cod Bay Fig.
.3 has a weak western side, in part because of the

Žwesterly component of the recent winds Sep. 25–
.27 , which feeds a transport to the south. The Gulf of

Maine coastal current is estimated to be mainly
outside of Mass. Bay, meandering around several

Žvortices and topographic features North Passage,
.Stellwagen Bank, South Passage . Its largest horizon-

Ž .tal velocities at 10 m, reaching 35 cmrs are in a
convergence zone southeast of Cape Ann. A weak
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Ž .Fig. 3. First-guess initial field conditions for Sep. 27, 1998. a Circulation patterns for the main buoyancy currents below the surface
Ž .Ekman mixing-layer, in the upper layers of the pycnocline, as on Fig. 1. These layers are near 10 m in general, from about 5 m to 25 m .

Only the currents of magnitude larger than 5 cm sy1 are considered. The main direction and strength of the FNMOC winds at 12:00 GMT
are indicated by the vane arrow and amplitude in dynercm2, respectively. The coastal upwelling and downwelling regions, also for the

Ž . Ž .upper layers of the pycnocline, are filled with dots upward motion and crosses downward motion , respectively. The underlying
Ž . Ž . Žtopography is in meters. b For reference, temperature 8C at 10 m, overlaid with horizontal velocity vectors at 10 m scale arrow is 0.4

. Ž .mrs . The horizontal coordinate system used in the text is also drawn bottom-right corners : the AzonalB and AmeridionalB directions are
rotated with the domain. Note that the panels correspond to different projections, hence the different distortions.

cyclonic vortex is present in northern Mass. Bay.
Several sub-mesoscale eddies are in between the
Gulf of Maine coastal current and mesoscale vor-
tices, with branches and filaments, but their velocity
estimates are usually smaller than 5 cm sy1.

5.1.2. Initial Õariability subspace
In the first stage of the variability initialization

Ž . p Ž .Section 4.1 , the tracer components B t oftrc 0
pŽ .B t were assumed AobservedB. The measure-0

ments utilized consist of the 142 CTD profiles
Ž .collected from Sep. 17 to 27 Section 3.1 . The

variations of the tracer fields with respect to their
� 4Ž . Ž .expected Sep. 27 state EE x t Section 5.1.1 are0

first expanded into vertical functions and truncated,

leading to a Kronecker product expansion of the
tracer covariance matrix,

I , J
z r)B t s C mC . 1Ž . Ž .Ýtrc 0 i , j i , j

i , js0

Ž . z r)In Eq. 1 , the C ’s and C ’s are, respectively, thei , j i , j
Ž) .weighted vertical and non-dimensional horizon-

tal, tracer covariance matrices associated with verti-
Ž .cal modes i and j. It is further assumed that: i the

Ž .expansion 1 is divisible into sequential contribu-
tions of three independent scales, the Bay scale,

Ž .mesoscale and sub-mesoscale; and ii within each
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scale or contribution, the C r) ’s are identical. Expan-i , j
Ž .sion 1 then becomes,

3 3
z r)B t s B s C mC , 2Ž . Ž .Ý Ýtrc 0 w w w

ws1 ws1

where w is the index for the three spectral windows.
Note that the above two assumptions are only ap-
proximations: they reduce the number of covariances
to estimate and, thus, the data requirements of a

Ž .more general scheme Lermusiaux et al., 2000 . The
vertical covariances C z , ws1, 2, 3, are here di-w

rectly specified, computing the vertical EOFs of
Ž .recent tF t , but synoptic scale-filtered tracer data0

residuals. The horizontal covariances C r) are evalu-w

ated from an analytical model fit to these residuals,
so as to augment the limited horizontal correlation

Ž .information present in the data Fig. 2 . The horizon-
tal functions employed are the AMexican hatsB used

Ž .in the field initialization Section 5.1.1 . Once evalu-
ated, the C r) are simply eigendecomposed. Thew

significant rank-p eigendecomposition of each C z
w w

mC r) , denoted here by B p wsE P E T, is thenw w w w w

obtained using Kronecker product properties
Ž . Ž .Graham, 1981 . Eq. 2 is thus finally reduced to

p Ž . 3 p wB t (Ý B . Note that the sub-mesoscaletrc 0 ws1 w
p Ž .component of B t was not initialized in real-time,trc 0

mainly because, over the full domain, there were not
Ženough sub-mesoscale data synoptic to Sep. 27 Fig.

. Ž .2 . Hence, the sum in Eq. 2 was limited to the
Bay-scale and mesoscale.

Ž .In the second stage Section 4.1 , the non-ob-
pŽ .served velocity components of B t are built by0

p Ž .cross-covariances, in accord with B t . Presently,trc 0

the columns of each E were used one at a time tow
j Ž . Ž .perturb the initial tracer fields, i.e. x t sx ttrc 0 trc 0

1r2 j jqE P p e , where the e ’s are base vectors of(w w w

size p . To build the velocity fields in dynamicalw
j Ž .accord with x t , the linear momentum equationstrc 0

were integrated forward in time, for 1 model-day,
j Ž .keeping x t fixed. As an example, the first twotrc 0

mesoscale variability samples that result from two of
such adjustment integrations are shown in Fig. 4. In

total, 300 integrations were carried out, mainly be-
Ž .cause of human time constraints e.g. 1 day at sea .

For that size, 76.8% of the mesoscale tracer variance
pŽ .was estimated to be explained. The complete B t0

sE P E T was ultimately obtained from the SVD0 0 0

of the normalized PE variability samples.

5.2. Forecasts for Oct. 1

To start the Monte-Carlo forecast of B p for Oct. 1
Ž .Section 4.2 , the ensemble of perturbed initial con-

jŽ . jŽ . Ž .ditions x t was created using x t sx t q0 0 0

E P 1r2 u j, where the u j’s were realizations of the0 0

Gaussian random vector ugR300=1 of zero-mean
jŽ .and identity covariance. Each of these x t was0

then integrated for 4 days using Appendix A, Eq.
Ž . jŽ .A1a , leading to the ensemble of forecasts x t . As
j increased, a similarity coefficient was repetitively
evaluated, comparing current and previous estimates
of the dominant variability covariance based on a

Ž .variance measure e.g. Lermusiaux, 1997, 1999a .
The coefficient became close enough to 1 after 296
perturbations. Monte-Carlo integrations were then

pŽ . Tstopped. The forecast B t sE P E was ob-t t t

tained from the SVD of the 296 normalized, zero-
mean variability samples for Oct. 1. As discussed in
Appendix B and shown in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3,
this B p is related to the evolution of the fields
themselves. The field forecast is thus described next
Ž .Section 5.2.1 , prior to the variability standard devi-

Žation and eigenvector forecasts Sections 5.2.2 and
.5.2.3 .

5.2.1. PrimitiÕe equation field forecasts
The 4-day evolution of the main horizontal cur-

rents in the top layers of the pycnocline is repre-
sented in Fig. 5. During this period, the wind and
associated pressure forcings are important global
controls of this buoyancy circulation, at times set-

Žting-up 3D Bay-wide responses or modes see Sec-
.tions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 , as has been observed also

Ž .elsewhere e.g. Candela and Lozano, 1995 . The

Ž .Fig. 4. Construction of the initial physical variability subspace estimate for Sep. 27: adjustment momentum integrations for ws2 in Eq. 2 .
Ž . Ž .a Perturbation of the shape of the first dominant 3D mesoscale tracer eigenvector 1.2% of the 3D tracer variance and its PE adjusted

Ž . Ž . Ž .velocity response. b As a , but for the second eigenvector 1.1% of the 3D tracer variance . All values are dimensional. For
Ž .interpretations, recall that horizontal coordinates are Adomain rotatedB see Fig. 3 .
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Fig. 5. As for Fig. 3a, but for the period Sep. 28–Oct. 1. Starting on Sep. 30, the atmospheric forcings employed are forecasts; the analyzed
winds are drawn in the bottom left corners only for reference.

local structures of the currents, however, depend on
the relative strength of inertia, topographic effects,
and internal dynamics. The flow evolution is thus
described next, going day by day from the global
wind forcing to the local features of the circulation.

Ž .The northeastward to the northeast winds of
Ž .Sep. 27 Fig. 3 , amplifying to the east-southeast by
Ž .Sep. 28 Fig. 5a , lead to an upwelling along the

northern coast of Mass. Bay, from Boston Harbor to
Ž .Gloucester Fig. 1 , a process also observed by Kan-

Ž .gas and Hufford 1974 . In this region, an anticy-

clonic gyre is forming in the top layers of the
thermocline, in accord with the input of negative

Ž .potential vorticity squeezing of these layers . This
Žanticyclone is fed by a buoyancy-driven upwelled

.water , clock-wise rim current whose origins are at
the anticyclonic vortex located just north of Cape

Ž .Cod Bay Fig. 5a . Inside of Cape Cod Bay, the Sep.
27–28 rotation of the winds from northeastward to
east-southeastward has closed the Bay-wide anticy-

y1 Žclone, with velocities larger than 5 cm s local
y1 .maximum at 10 m is about 12 cm s . The internal
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effects of these winds are also strong enough to
straighten the offshore meanders and amplify the
inshore meanders of the Gulf of Maine coastal cur-

Žrent e.g. around Stellwagen Bank, compare Figs. 3
.and 5a .

Ž .Outside of Mass. Bay, on Sep. 28 Fig. 5a and 29
Ž .Fig. 5b , the strong east-southeast winds, turning to
medium south-southeast, strengthen the Gulf of

ŽMaine coastal current the corresponding barotropic
transport grows from 0.08 Sv on Sep. 27 to 0.14 Sv

.on Sep. 29 . Northeast of Cape Ann and southeast of
Ž .Provincetown Fig. 5b , the coastward Ekman trans-

port drives a downwelling along the sloping topogra-
Ž .phy by mass conservation . This surface Ekman

layer forcing corresponds to a convergent barotropic
Ž .deformation field blocked by the coast , which ac-

celerates the Gulf of Maine coastal current and en-
hances the initially weak horizontal density gradient
into a strong coastal front. In the open-ocean, an
analogous process is generally referred to as fronto-

Žgenesis Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972; MacVean
.and Woods, 1980 ; a peculiarity of the coastal set-up

is that only one side of the deformation field is
necessary. In general, as one crosses the present
coastal fronts, the ageostrophic vertical velocities
change sign. Together with small horizontal across-
front velocities, they form vertical cells, similar to

Ž .these of open-ocean fronts Spall, 1995, 1997 : where
the wind favors coastal downwelling, a coastal front
forms and, on the offshore side of the front, there is
usually a local increase of upward vertical velocity 4,
and inversely.

As the coastal current velocity increases by the
above wind effects, so does the Coriolis force and
veering to the right after Cape Ann, just inside of

Ž .Mass. Bay see Fig. 5a,b . This veering is reenforced
by the west-southwest Ekman transport, leading to a
branch of the coastal current entering northern Mass.

Ž .Bay Fig. 5b and a downward tilt of the thermocline
south of Cape Ann. Locally, along the bottom near
the coast, the effects of the sustained winds can

Žextend down to about 50-m depth see Fig. 8b

4 For example, on Sep. 28–29, on the offshore side of the front
near Cape Ann, upwelling occurs, e.g. see vertical velocity in Fig.
8a hereafter. For simplicity, in Figs. 3 and 5, vertical motions are
however only represented on the coastal side of such fronts.

.hereafter . The anticyclone in northern Mass. Bay
Ž . Ž .Fig. 5a is therefore being destroyed Fig. 5b . In
southern Mass. Bay, the two anticyclones weaken

Ž .mainly because of internal processes e.g. mixing
and external medium winds which force a small
downwelling and weak southward coastal current

Ž .from Scituate to Sandwich Fig. 1 .
Ž .On Sep. 30 Fig. 5c , the intrusion in northern

Mass. Bay in still strengthening, even though the
wind is not favorable locally. This is because the
wind is too weak; locally, inertia dominates5. In
southern Mass. Bay, the two anticyclones continue to
weaken. At the outer boundary of Mass. Bay, mean-
ders of the Gulf of Maine coastal current are form-
ing, in response to topographic and thermal-wind
forcings.

On Oct. 1, the wind is forecasted to be strong,
Ž .north-northeast Fig. 5d . Outside Mass. Bay, in the

inflow and outflow regions, this wind-forcing tends
to reverse the effects of the Sep. 28–29 period and
so restore by upwelling and frontolysis a relatively
flat thermocline at the coast. The barotropic ampli-
tude of the Gulf of Maine coastal current is in fact
reduced to 0.09 Sv, which is close to the Sep. 27

Ž .value of 0.08 Sv Section 5.1.1 . Near Cape Ann, the
sustained Ekman transport during Sep. 30–Oct. 1
displaces the Gulf of Maine inflow offshore south-
eastward, and a small anticyclonic recirculation cell
is created by upwelling at the coast, north of the

Ž .inflow Fig. 5d . Inside the Bay, the strong southerly
Oct. 1 winds create a tendency towards a Bay-wide
anticyclonic circulation. Upwelling occurs from

Ž .Boston to Cape Cod past Barnstable , in accord with
Ž .previous local observations of Woodcock 1984 ,

and a northward coastal current is building up. These
wind-forced motions compete with the remaining
inertia of the cyclonic intrusion in northern Mass.

Ž . Ž .Bay Fig. 5b,c . By mid-day Fig. 5d , this competi-
tion results to a branch of the coastal current that

5 On Sep. 30, the order of the acceleration due to inertia is
Ž 2 . 2 3 y5 2U rL s0.4 r5=10 s3.2=10 mrs , while that due the

Ž e. Ž 2 y5 4 . Žwinds is tr r h s 0.6 dynercm =10 =10 r 10250
3 . y5 2kgrm =5 m s1.2=10 mrs , which is near three times

smaller. In the above, U and L are the local horizontal speed and
Žspace scale, respectively e.g. Section 5.1.1 and Fig. 8a for

. Ž .values , t is the wind-stress e.g. Fig. 5c , r is a reference0
e Ž .density and h is the order of the Ekman depth e.g. Section 3.2 .
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penetrates northern Mass. Bay, loops around and
exits in a diagonal to the southeast.

5.2.2. Dominant Õariability coÕariance forecasts for
Oct. 1: standard deÕiations

The square-roots of the diagonal elements of B p

forecast for Oct. 1 are illustrated by Fig. 6. Within
this 3D and multivariate field, the surface standard

2 2(deviations of the T , S, u qÕ and c variabilityˆ ˆ
are plotted. They are overlaid with two ship tracks
which illustrate the quantitative design of the sam-

Ž .pling strategies Section 3.1 .

ŽThe surface temperature standard deviations Fig.
.6a are large along an axis going from Sandwich to

the center of the open-boundary of Cape Cod Bay.
This area of large T variability is maintained down
to about 30 m, with the peculiarity that as depth
increases from 0 to about 10 m, its horizontal maxi-
mum gets closer to the coast towards Sandwich,
while from 10 m to the bottom, it moves back away
from the coast. This 3D pattern is reminiscent of the
coastal upwellingrdownwelling occurring in this re-
gion, and agrees with the fact that large temperature
shear and mixing are expected at the boundaries of

Fig. 6. Surface standard deviations of the variability forecasts for Oct. 1, overlaid with the sampling tracks carried out on Sep. 30 and Oct. 1.
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Ž .the corresponding jets and fronts see Figs. 3 and 5 .
Another region of dominant T variability is at the
northern coast of Mass. Bay. This local high is
limited to the surface layers between 0 and 10 m. It
is mainly associated with recent variations in the
local upwellingrdownwelling conditions, Ekman

Žlayer mixing and internal advection see Figs. 3 and
. Ž .5 . The surface salinity variability forecast Fig. 6b

is also large in this northern region, for the same
reasons. In the rest of domain, its largest values are
not at the open-boundary of Cape Cod Bay as for T ,
but near the highly variable anticyclone at the north

Ž .of Cape Cod Bay Figs. 3 and 5 . This local high in
S standard deviations extends below the thermocline,
down to about 30 m, and around the AelbowB of

Ž .Stellwagen Bank Fig. 1 . As depth increases, the
Žlocal dominance of S over T decreases the non-di-

mensional standard deviations of T and S become
.similar . Nonetheless, over the full domain, the dis-

crepancies between the T and S standard deviation
Ž .patterns e.g. Fig. 6a,b show the importance of

multivariate effects in Mass. Bay.
The forecast for Oct. 1 of the surface internal

Ž .speed variability Fig. 6c presents more anisotropy
and smaller horizontal scales than the surface tracer
variabilities. The internal velocity variability is in-
deed largest mainly along the frontal zones and
filaments of highest forecast variations in the Bay;
with Figs. 3 and 5 in mind, consider for example in
Fig. 6c, the inflow from the Gulf of Maine, the
anticyclone to the north of Cape Cod Bay and the
western side of the gyre within Cape Cod Bay.
Distinctive properties of the barotropic transport

Ž .standard deviations Fig. 6d are that they are largest
along the meanders of the Gulf of Maine coastal

Ž .current, often following topography Fig. 1 , and that
they usually increase with depth. An important result
is that the regions and variables of high standard
deviations clearly correspond to the features and
variations identified in Section 5.2.1. In fact, the
standard deviation forecasts were used to focus on
the features of high variability and carry the analysis
of Section 5.2.1.

The standard deviation forecasts were also useful
for the real-time design of the sampling strategies
Ž .overlaid in Fig. 6 . For example, the zigzag sam-

Ž .pling pattern 14 CTDs to the north of Cape Cod
Bay was selected late on Sep. 29, within a set of

pre-determined tracks and carried out on Sep. 30
Ž .during daylight see Appendix C for timings . The

Ž .criteria to select this pattern were the: i need to
update the inflow–outflow of Cape Cod Bay, an area

Ž .not visited for some time; ii first estimate late on
Sep. 29 of the standard deviation forecast for Oct. 1,
already indicating large variabilities in salinity and

Ž .surface internal velocities in this area Fig. 6b,c ; and
Ž .iii need to use a pre-determined track because of
time constraints and risk of miscommunication. The
U-shaped sampling pattern overlaid at the entrance
of Cape Cod Bay was designed late on Sep. 30
Ž .Appendix C and carried out on Oct. 1. The design

Ž .criteria involved the: i forecast for Oct. 1 of the
local high spot in temperature and velocity variations
Ž . Ž .see Fig. 6a,c,d ; and ii increasingly bad weather
Ž .see Fig. 5d and need for instrument testing, which
both constrained the survey to be short and within
Cape Cod Bay.

5.2.3. Dominant Õariability coÕariance forecasts for
Oct. 1: coÕariance eigenÕectors

The forecast for Oct. 1 of the dominant variability
eigenvectors, columns of E) in Appendix A, Eq.
Ž .A5 are illustrated by Figs. 7–14. Each vector is of
dimension n, corresponding to the multivariate and
three-dimensional state variables x in Appendix A,

Ž .Eq. A1a . For efficiency, when showing such a
vector, the type and depths of the variables plotted
are chosen so as to illustrate the largest amplitudes
and possible dynamical meaning.

By definition, these eigenvectors correspond to
regions and processes of dominant variability on Oct.
1. Because of the memory contained in Appendix A,

Ž . Ž .Eqs. A4a – A5 , they also relate to variations of
Ž .fields before and after Oct. 1 see Appendix B , as

did the standard deviations. Using the dominant
eigenvectors as a guide, we were thus able to iden-
tify and focus on critical snapshots and tendencies
Ž .time-differences of physical fields, and so locate
interesting dynamical aspects of the 4-day simula-
tion. Results are presented next, vector by vector.

Ž .5.2.3.1. First eigenÕector. The first vector Fig. 7
indicates a direction in the variability space that is
associated with a displacement of the Gulf of Maine
coastal current offshore from Cape Ann, with an
increase of the inflow offshore and a decrease of the
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inflow near the coast. With the sign of the vector
Ž .plotted in Fig. 7 the sign is arbitrary , note that it

points to a displacement shoreward, towards Cape
Ž .Ann i.e. a decrease offshore .

Horizontal maps of the T , S and u components atˆ
20 m and of the c component are shown in Fig. 7a.
The depth of 20 m was chosen for T , S and u,ˆ
because near Cape Ann, it is in the upper layers of
the pycnocline and logically around the depths of
maximum amplitudes for this vector. Notice first that
T and S are in opposition of phase, hence adding
effects on density. Focusing for each variable on the

Žlobe along the northern coastline near 20 m, these
lobes are the primary ones, with the largest magni-

.tudes , notice: the upward dome of the pycnocline,
with a local low in T and high in S; the main
cyclonic cell for c ; and the corresponding dipole in
u, with an inflow at the coast and outflow offshore.ˆ
By continuity and inertia, offshore from these domi-

nant lobes, there are lobes of opposite sign, but of
Ž .lesser amplitudes at 20 m Fig. 7 . They point to a

downward motion of the pycnocline, with a local
high in T and low in S, an anticyclonic cell for c

Žand an anticyclonic dipole in u of weak inflow sideˆ
.at 20 m . Combining these secondary lobes with the

primary ones leads to dipoles in T , S and c , and a
tripole in u. They allow to explain shorewardroff-ˆ
shore displacements of the Gulf of Maine coastal
current and the possible creation of adjacent
mesoscale recirculation cells.

This first vector has strong extrema in the pycno-
cline, but its vertical structure is not uniform. For
example, consider the cross-sections in its T , S, û
and Õ components along the outer boundary of Mass.ˆ

Ž .Bay Fig. 7b . In northwestern Mass. Bay, above the
Ž .North Passage Fig. 1 , there is a local high in T and

low in S near 12 m. With the opposite sign, it can
indicate a local upwelling and an inflow of cooler

Fig. 7. Four model-day forecast of the first variability eigenvector for Oct. 1. The labels indicate the components shown. All values are
Ž . Ž . Ž .non-dimensional. a Horizontal maps at 20 m. b Cross-sections 0–80-m depth along the outer boundary of Mass. Bay, from Race Point

Ž Ž ..on the left, to Cape Ann on the right section position is drawn on a .
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Ž .Fig. 7 continued .

and fresher water from the north of Cape Ann and
Ž .Merrimack river Geyer et al., 1992 . In the surface

Ekman mixing-layer, T and S have more scales,
reflecting the local variations of the mixing, atmo-
spheric flux and advective effects. However, the
maximum amplitudes are there much less significant,

Žthree to six times smaller than in the pycnocline e.g.
.at 20 m in Fig. 7a . In these surface layers, the u andˆ

Ž .Õ components Fig. 7b have similar signs and pat-ˆ
terns than at 20 m, but their amplitudes are slightly

Ž .larger maximum near 5 m , in accord with a near
thermal-wind balance. Flipping the sign of the vec-
tor, note the Õ convergence above the northern slopeˆ
of Stellwagen Bank from 0 to 25 m, hence the
strengthening of the Gulf of Maine inflow at that

Ž .location see u in Fig. 7b . The u and Õ zero-cross-ˆ ˆ ˆ
ings are around 30 m. Below, the u and Õ extremaˆ ˆ
are near 50 m, but their amplitudes are two to five
times smaller than their opposite at the top of the
pycnocline.

Guided by the first vector forecast for Oct. 1, a
more detailed analysis of some events and vertical
processes that occurred near North Passage during
the 4 days of simulation is now given. The Acentral
forecastB is chosen for sample path realization of

Ž .Appendix A, Eq. A1a . During Sep. 27, the first
Ž .vector Fig. 7 is not strongly excited: the formation

of the anticyclonic gyre by coastal upwelling is
mainly limited to the north-western side of Mass.

Ž .Bay, near Broad Sound Figs. 3 and 5a . Getting
closer to Oct. 1, from Sep. 28 to the end of Sep. 29,
the correlation increases. The excitation of the first
vector is on volume-average negative: the wind-
forced convergent deformation field, west-southwest
Ekman transport, Coriolis force and inertia combine
to strengthen the Gulf of Maine inflow in northern
Mass. Bay and enhance the density front by coastal

Ž .downwelling see Section 5.2.1 and Fig. 5a,b . This
Žis illustrated by the cross-sections of Fig. 8 same

.location as these of Fig. 7b . The density anomaly
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s , salinity S, total zonal velocity u and verticalt

velocity w of the central forecast on Sep. 29 are
plotted in Fig. 8a. The variations of the central
forecast T , S, u and Õ between Sep. 29 and 28 are inˆ ˆ
Fig. 8b, allowing direct comparisons with the state
variables of Fig. 7b. One clearly notices the strength-

Žening of the Gulf of Maine inflow see negative u in
.Fig. 8a and u tendency in Fig. 8b , and the enhancedˆ

Ždensity front by downwelling at the coast see w in
.Fig. 8a, and T and S tendencies in Fig. 8b . On

average, these Sep. 28–29 facts are represented by
Žthe patterns of Fig. 7b e.g. flipping the sign of the

vector, see the remanents of coastal downwelling in
.T and S of Fig. 7b . However, the weak secondary

Ž .lobes in the 1-day tendencies Fig. 8b and corre-
Žsponding fields in Fig. 8a, see the oscillations of the

pycnocline near s s23.5 and halocline near Sst
.31.3, and the highs and lows in u and w are not in

phase with the patterns of Fig. 7b. They are closer to

the coast, in accord with the position of the Gulf of
Ž .Maine inflow on Sep. 29 Fig. 5b : for example, at

the surface, the velocity patterns of Figs. 8b and 7b
are close to quadrature of phase.

ŽStarting on Sep. 30 and increasing on Oct. 1 Fig.
.5c,d , the relationships with the first vector are logi-

cally the strongest. As shown by the cross-sections
of Fig. 9, the excitation of the first vector is negative
Ž .e.g. compare Fig. 9b with Fig. 7b , and involves the

Žmain u tripole and all of the T , S and c dipoles e.g.ˆ
at 20 m, the secondary extrema are above the north-
ern slope of Stellwagen Bank, about 25 km from

.Cape Ann, almost as in Fig. 7 . The pycnocline and
halocline are being flatten at the coast toward a

Žrestoration of the initial Sep. 27 conditions see Figs.
.9a,b and 7b . Even though the u and Õ tendenciesˆ ˆ

contain the effects of the wind on the surface cur-
Ž .rents Fig. 9b , the velocity patterns extracted by the

first vector are also visible. The Gulf of Maine

Ž .Fig. 8. Vertical cross-sections in forecast fields along the outer boundary of Mass. Bay, at the same location as on Fig. 7b. a Fields on Sep.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž29 day 2 of central forecast . b Differences between the T , S, u and Õ fields of Sep. 29 day 2 of central forecast and Sep. 28 day 1 ofˆ ˆ

.central forecast .
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Ž .Fig. 8 continued .

Žinflow is clearly being displaced offshore see u in
.Fig. 9a and u tendency in Fig. 9b . A surfaceˆ

mesoscale anticyclonic recirculation cell is created at
Žthe coast in the Ekman layer, see spots of uG0 andˆ

.ÕF0 in Fig. 9b, and of uF0 and ÕG0 in Fig. 7b .ˆ ˆ ˆ
Finally, the vertical velocities are reversed at depths,

Žacross the whole section compare w of Figs. 8a and
.9a , in accord with a reduction of the Gulf of Maine

Žinflow in Mass. Bay by Bay-wide frontolysis Sec-
.tion 5.2.1 . The interaction of the wind-response,

pycnocline and topographic effects can thus lead to
connected patterns along the outer boundary of Mass.
Bay, as suggested by the first vector. Note that the
wind forcings and corresponding adjustments illus-
trated by Figs. 7–9 also induce oscillations close to

Ž .the Coriolis frequency not shown near the coastal
front and pycnocline, and thus to inertial pumpings
Ž .Price, 1983; Lee and Niiler, 1998 . When winds
change direction, these oscillations and vertical ve-
locity perturbations reverse sign, as estimated in

Figs. 8 and 9. Vertical velocity patterns are not
maintained.

The above analysis of processes that occur near
North Passage is confirmed by simulated Lagrangian

Ž .drifters Fig. 10 . All drifters are deployed at t on0

Sep. 27 along the outer boundary of Mass. Bay.
They all keep a constant depth of 10 m. Describing
trajectories from north to south along the deployment
locations, the drifter released at the coast of Cape
Ann is slowly advected westward, within the coastal
boundary layer on the northern edge of the Gulf of
Maine inflow, except on the last day during which

Ž .winds strongly reverse see Fig. 5d . The second and
Ž .third drifters next ones to the south are initially in

the outflow branch of a mesoscale meander of the
Ž .coastal current see Fig. 3 above North Passage , but

Ž .they reverse course at the end of Sep. 28 day 1 and
Ž .at the beginning of Sep. 30 day 3 , respectively. For

the second drifter, this is in accord with the strength-
ening of the Gulf of Maine inflow near the coast of
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Ž .Cape Ann during Sep. 28–29 Figs. 5a,b and 8 . For
the third drifter, this agrees with the patterns of Figs.
7 and 9, which revealed the details of a displacement
of the Gulf of Maine inflow offshore, starting on

Ž .Sep. 30 Fig. 5c,d . Finally, the other drifters show
that during Sep. 27–Oct. 1, the meanders of the Gulf
of Maine coastal current are estimated to decrease
their intensity as the distance from Cape Ann in-
creases, in accord with the decaying amplitudes of

Ž .the patterns of the first eigenvector Fig. 7 .

Ž5.2.3.2. Second eigenÕector. The second vector Figs.
.11 and 12 mainly indicates a direction in the vari-

ability space that corresponds to a coastal upwelling
mode from Barnstable Harbor to Gloucester. This is
in response to the north-northeastward winds that

Žoccur on Sep. 27 and during Sep. 30–Oct. 1 Figs. 3
.and 5c,d . For the sign opposite to that of Figs. 11

and 12, the vector also relates to some of the down-

welling patterns that south-southeastward winds force
Žsouth of Boston, as it occurs during Sep. 28–29 Fig.

.5a,b .
Focusing on the temperature component, horizon-

tal T maps are plotted in Fig. 11, at depths increas-
Žing from the surface to 20 m T suffices because

over the upwelling regions, T and S were found
.closely in opposition of phase . In the Ekman mix-

Ž .ing-layers first level to 10 m in Fig. 11 , from
Boston to Sandwich, the vector shows an extended
cooling by strong wind-induced advection of cold
waters from the shore and by vertical mixing. The
extent of this cooling is widest to the northeast of
Scituate, where it reaches the center of the Bay. At
these locations, and along Cape Ann from Salem to
Gloucester, cold waters are exposed to the surface

Ž .indicating a full upwelling Csanady, 1977 . In the
surface layers near Boston Harbor, the amplitude of
the T component is weak because this shallow area

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Vertical cross-sections as on Fig. 8, but for different dates. a Fields on Oct. 1 day 4 of central forecast . b Differences between T ,
Ž . Ž .S, u and Õ fields on Oct. 1 day 4 of central forecast and Sep. 29 day 2 of central forecast .ˆ ˆ
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Ž .Fig. 9 continued .

is relatively well mixed by wind and tidal forcings,
Ževen before Sep. 27 one needs to reach 10 m, near

.Broad Sound, to see a significant T gradient . Sev-
eral vertical properties of the upwelling are also
captured by the first vector. For example, the hori-
zontal extent of the upwelling narrows as depth

Ž .increases e.g. compare T at 5 and 20 m and the
largest amplitudes are usually near the pycnocline
Ž .e.g. compare T at level 1 and 10 m .

Mainly because of the orthogonality constraint,
some variations that are likely not physically con-
nected to coastal upwellings are also explained by
this second vector. For example, for the T compo-

Ž .nent Fig. 11 , the influence of the first vector is felt
above the North Passage and along the outer bound-
ary of Mass. Bay: the amplitudes of patterns there
Ž .overall, warming and downwelling should likely be
smaller if they were only related to the physics of the

Ž .coastal upwelling see Fig. 13 hereafter . Similarly,

the positive T lobe in the surface layers of western
Cape Cod Bay is likely there because of the orthogo-

Ž .nality with the fifth vector not shown : its amplitude
would be larger for a significant physical link with
the coastal upwelling.

The barotropic transport component of this second
vector is plotted in Fig. 12a. It clearly confirms a

Ž .field observation Section 5.2.1 : strong, north-north-
eastward winds tend to create a Bay-wide anti-
cyclonic vertically averaged circulation, by com-
bination of wind-driven surface currents with
upwelling-induced buoyancy-driven currents. This is
an important result for the real-time modeling exper-
iment. Note again the influence of the orthogonality
with the first vector, as shown by the weak cyclonic
recirculation cell along Cape Ann.

The cross-sections of Fig. 12b illustrate the verti-
cal structures of this second vector near the position
where the coastal upwelling pattern has maximum
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Fig. 10. Numerically simulated drifter trajectories at 10 m, overlaying the 10 m temperature forecast for Oct. 1. A total of 11 simulated
Ž .drifters were released at t Sep. 27, 12 GMT , along the outer boundary of Mass. Bay. The stars indicate the simulated deployment sites.0

For each trajectory, every day starting from t , a full circle is drawn to indicate daily intervals.0

Ž .width Fig. 11 . In the upwelling zone, the T and S
components are closely in opposition of phase, com-
bining each other in density. Along the sloping
bottom, upwelling effects begin in this cross-section
near 40-m depth. They are maximum at the coast and
in the upper layers of the pycnocline. Away from the
coast, in the Ekman mixing-layer, the amplitudes of
the T and S components are substantially smaller.
An offshore downwelling pattern above Stellwagen

ŽBasin is also part of this vector in Fig. 12b, see high
.in T and low in S about 30 km from the coast .

These findings agree with a wind-induced, Bay-wide
tilt of the pycnocline. The vector identifies a vertical
cell across the Bay, extending from 10 to 40 m.
Based on 2D conservation of mass, the downwelling
amplitudes are somewhat too large. This is due to 3D

Žeffects e.g. the horizontal area of the upwelling is
.larger than that of the downwelling , but also to the

orthogonality constraint. The u and Õ components inˆ ˆ
Fig. 12b indicate a near thermal-wind balance, with a
zero-crossing around 30 m. The u pattern has logi-ˆ
cally small values. Even though at the limit of
significance, this u cross-section indicates a conver-ˆ
gence of the northward upwelling-induced flow, in

accord with Fig. 5d. The v pattern has larger ampli-ˆ
tudes. It shows that the northward flow is likely
balanced by a southward flow on the western slope
of Stellwagen Bank, in accord with the position of a
branch of the Gulf of Maine coastal current forecast

Ž .for Oct. 1 Fig. 5d .
To evaluate the second vector and further illus-

trate how the variability decomposition can guide
towards patterns and processes of largest variance,
cross-sections in time-differences of central forecast
fields are plotted in Fig. 13. The fields differentiated
are as in Figs. 8b and 9b, but the cross-section is
now across the width of Mass. Bay, as in Fig. 12b.

Ž .During Sep. 28 Fig. 13a , the excitation of the
second vector is negative, in accord with coastal
downwelling and relatively strong northerly winds
Ž .Section 5.2.1 and Figs. 5a,b . One clearly notices
the corresponding offshore upwelling above Stellwa-

Žgen Basin see negative T , and positive S, tendencies
.in Fig. 13a , in good agreement with the second

Ž .vector Fig. 12b . When such an event occurs, it will
strongly enhance the vertical mixing and biological
activity in the region, likely surpassing the local

Ž .effects of internal waves e.g. Haury et al., 1979 .
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Fig. 11. Four model-day forecast of the second variability eigenvector for Oct. 1. As on Fig. 7, labels indicate the components shown,
presently T at increasing depth from the surface to 20 m. All values are non-dimensional. The position of cross-sections considered on Fig.
12b is drawn.

The internal velocity tendencies also show similari-
Ž .ties with Fig. 12b, especially Õ Fig. 13a , despiteˆ

the purely wind-induced variations in surface. From
Ž .Sep. 29 to Oct. 1 Fig. 13b , the excitation of the

second vector is positive, with a coastal upwelling
Žand cold, salty waters outcropping Section 5.2.1 and

.Figs. 5c,d . However, the corresponding down-
welling above Stellwagen Basin is not as strong as

Žthe second vector indicates also true for the Sep.
.30–Oct. 1 tendency, not shown . It is shallower,

closer to the surface mixing-layers and to the coast
Ž .about 25 km offshore . It is also partially masked by
upwellings linked to variations of the Gulf of Maine

Žcoastal current above Stellwagen Bank see Fig.
.5b,c,d . To extract the relevant velocity dynamics

Ž . Ž .Fig. 12b from the u and Õ tendencies Fig. 13b ,ˆ ˆ
the variability decomposition is shown helpful.

The upwellingrdownwelling processes are finally
Ž .illustrated by simulated Lagrangian drifters Fig. 14 .

Five drifters are deployed at t on Sep. 27 near0

Scituate, along the coastal portion of the cross-sec-
tion utilized in Figs. 11–13. They are released at
depths increasing with the distance from shore, from
the surface to 20 m, every 5 m. They all maintain
constant depth. Describing trajectories starting at the

Ž .coast, the first two drifters 0 and 5 m are on
eŽ . Žaverage within the Ekman depth h x, y, t Section

.3.2 . They agree with a spiral to the right as depth
increases. During the 4 days of simulation, the sur-

Ž .face drifter closest to the coast at t has a veering0

angle varying between 58 and 308 to the right of the
Ž .wind Figs. 3 and 5 , as in the surface data of Geyer
Ž .et al. 1992 . It is vigorously advected offshore, in

accord with the surface pattern of the second eigen-
Ž .vector Figs. 11 and 12 . The third drifter at 10 m is

at the bottom or below the Ekman mixing-layer. It
shows the local competition between wind and buoy-

Ž .ancy currents e.g. see Fig. 5a . The last two and
deepest drifters, respectively at 15 and 20 m, are in
the pycnocline. They respond indirectly to the strong
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 12. As Fig. 11, except that a is the c component of the second eigenvector and b are cross-sections in the 3D components of this
Ž .vector. The section position is drawn on panel a, cutting across the width of Mass. Bay from Scituate on the left to the east of Stellwagen

Ž .Bank on the right .
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or sustained wind events. Their horizontal motion is
Žshoreward during coastal upwellings Sep. 27 and

.Oct. 1 and offshore during coastal downwellings
Ž .Sep. 28–29 , hence their rotation.

5.2.3.3. Other eigenÕector and discussion. The above
two eigenvectors only correspond to a piece of the
variability forecast for Oct. 1. They were purposely
discussed in detail because top vectors are usually
the least influenced by the orthogonality constraint
and thus the cleanest physically. The third vector in
fact indicates a direction in the variability space
physically related to the first and second vector. For

Ž .its arbitrary sign, it shows: i a coastal downwelling
pattern from Scituate to Plymouth, associated with a

cyclonic transport cell in northwestern Mass. Bay;
Ž .and ii , meandering patterns of the Gulf of Maine

coastal current above North Passage and along the
outer boundary of Mass. Bay, with a relatively strong
anticyclonic cell at the boundary of Stellwagen Basin

Ž .and Stellwagen Bank near 42.3N, 70.35W . The
fourth vector is similar to the first, except that it
indicates a direction corresponding to a northward
displacement of the coastal current outflow, north of
Race Point. The dominant amplitudes of the fifth
vector point to upwelling and downwelling patterns
within Cape Cod Bay, of extrema along an axis
going from Sandwich to the center of the open-
boundary of Cape Cod Bay. Together, these five
dominant eigenvectors explain 28.3% of the three-di-

Fig. 13. Vertical cross-sections in the same central forecast tendencies as those of Figs. 8b and 9b, but from Scituate to the east of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Stellwagen Bank section position on Figs. 11 and 12a . a Differences between the T , S, u and Õ field of Sep. 29 day 2 of forecast andˆ ˆ

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Sep. 28 day 1 of forecast . b As a , but for the differences between Oct. 1 day 4 of forecast and Sep. 29 day 2 of forecast .
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Ž .Fig. 13 continued .

mensional and multivariate variance explained by the
296 Monte-Carlo forecasts. The first vector explains
7.3% of the subspace’s variance, the second 5.9%,
the third 5.5%, the fourth 5%, and the fifth 4.6%.
The other vectors indicate additional sub-mesoscales
to Bay-scales variations, e.g. related to the two anti-
cyclones on each side of Cape Cod Bay, but their
physical description requires additional machinery.
Overall, the variance explained by a vector rapidly
decays with the number of the vector: the 10 domi-
nant vectors explain 43.8% of the variance, 50 domi-
nant 77.8%, 100 dominant 89%, and 150 dominant
94.2%.

An essential property of the dominant eigenvec-
tors is that they indicate, evolve and organize the
directions in the variability space that have largest
statistical significance, based on a variance measure.
Their patterns are thus usually more meaningful on
average than a few forecast tendencies. For example,

the displacement of the Gulf of Maine coastal cur-
Žrent according to the first vector e.g. see u in Fig.ˆ

.7b is towards the steep northern slope of Stellwagen
Bank, while in the central forecast, it is above Stell-

Žwagen Basin and less controlled by topography see
.u in Fig. 9 and u tendency in Fig. 9b . Anotherˆ

related property is that eigenvectors can extract dom-
inant physical relationships. For example, the ten-
dencies of Fig. 8b contain processes that are not
related to pycnocline motions above North Passage
Ž .e.g. see u and Õ tendencies in Fig. 8b ; however,ˆ ˆ

Žthe first vector has eliminated most of them e.g. see
.Fig. 7b . Similar remarks can be made for the second

vector: compare for example Fig. 12a,b with Fig.
13b. Finally, note that for different domains or grids,
the dominant eigenvectors would differ, in accord
with the processes occurring in the chosen domain or

Ž .grid resolution, etc. . Choosing these parameters is
an important research decision, as in every modeling
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Fig. 14. Numerically simulated drifter tracks, overlaying the surface temperature forecast for Oct. 1. Five simulated drifters were released at
Ž . Ž .t Sep. 27, 12 GMT , offshore from Scituate Fig. 1 , in one of the main upwellingrdownwelling regions. The stars indicate the simulated0

deployment sites. The drifter released the closest to the coast is a surface drifter. Others are released at depths increasing with the distance
from shore: the second closest to the coast is at 5 m, the third at 10 m, the fourth at 15 m and the fifth at 20 m. All drifters maintain their
depth constant. For each trajectory, every day starting from t , a full circle is drawn to indicate daily intervals.0

study. The purpose here was mainly sub-mesoscale
to Bay-scale variability and the domain and grids
were chosen with that in mind.

6. Conclusions

6.1. Method and summary

A data and dynamics-driven methodology to esti-
mate, decompose, organize and analyze the evolving
variability of multiscale physical ocean fields was
illustrated in a real-time experiment that occurred in
Mass. Bay in late summer and early fall of 1998.
The dominant variability covariance was initialized

Ž .based on the approach of Lermusiaux et al. 2000
and forecast based on an ensemble of Monte-Carlo
primitive equation model forecasts. Snapshots and
tendencies of physical fields and the trajectories of
simulated Lagrangian drifters were used to diagnose,
evaluate and study the dominant variability covari-
ance. The Monte-Carlo forecast of the variability
subspace provided important clues on the location

Žand dynamical nature e.g. multivariate andror 3D,

.local or global, close to thermal-wind balance or not
of the events estimated. It allowed to select dynami-
cally important tendencies, snapshots and drifters,
and so guided the dynamical analysis of the varia-
tions of physical fields.

6.2. Variability subspace and Mass. Bay dynamics

For the Sep. 27–Oct. 1 period analyzed in detail,
which corresponds to the stratified season in transi-
tion to fall conditions, the atmospheric forcings,
pressure force and Coriolis force were found to be
the main drivers of variability. The 3D variability
standard deviation forecasts showed that the temper-
ature and salinity variations can be largest in differ-
ent regions which is indicative of independent tracer
effects. Overall, the dominant tracer deviations were

Ž .found: i in coastal upwelling or downwelling re-
gions, where T and S variations were usually cou-

Ž .pled, and ii at the location of density-driven gyres,
vortices or jets subject to relatively large changes
Ž .feature displaced, mixed or replaced , where only
one of the T or S variation often dominated in the
upper layers. The velocity standard deviations, which
suggest the features of dominant changes in kinetic
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Ž .energy, were found largest along i frontal zones
Ž .and ii topographic features.

The first eigenvector of the normalized variability
covariance forecast indicated a direction in the vari-
ability space related to a displacement of the Gulf of
Maine coastal current offshore from Cape Ann and
the corresponding possible creation of adjacent
mesoscale recirculation cells. Its 3D structure was
described and used to carry out a more detailed
analysis of processes near North Passage. The simi-
larities between the vector and tendencies of the
central forecast fields increased with time, in accord

Žwith fading-memory variability covariances Ap-
.pendix B . The trajectories of simulated drifters con-

firmed the variations of the coastal inflow at Cape
Ann and meandering of the Gulf of Maine coastal
current along Stellwagen Bank. The main dynamical
factors involved above North Passage were found to
be, successively, the reversal of the strong wind

Žforcings and Bay-scale surface pressure deforma-
.tion field, the associated Ekman transports and

downwellingrupwelling processes, the Coriolis force
and inertia.

The second vector forecast indicated a direction
associated with a Bay-wide coastal upwelling mode
from Barnstable Harbor to Gloucester, in response to

Ž 2 .strong southerly winds e.g. 2.1 dynercm . The 3D
structures of the upwelling were captured. For exam-
ple, deep waters were exposed in surface at the coast
and vigorously advected offshore, the width of the
upwelling narrowed as depth increased, and ampli-
tudes were maximum near the pycnocline. Two in-
teresting properties of this vector were its barotropic
component which showed a Bay-wide anticyclonic
vertically averaged circulation, and its vertical cross-
Bay structures which showed an offshore down-
welling pattern above Stellwagen Basin. The se-
cond vector was again used as a dynamical guide,
this time to study details of the Bay-wide up-
wellingrdownwelling regime. The similarities bet-
ween the variations in time of the central forecast
fields and cross-sections in the vector confirmed the
possibility of cross-Bay vertical cells. Trajectories of
simulated drifters illustrated a few 3D properties of
the coastal upwelling flows.

Of course, even though major events were indi-
cated by the first two vectors, several other events
were related to lower vectors, e.g. displacement of

the coastal current outflow at Race Point, up-
wellingrdownwelling in Cape Cod Bay, see Section
5.2.3. In general, the eigendecomposition looks for
patterns which explain the maximum volume varia-
tions of normalized kinetic and potential energies. It
selects here patterns related to variations of the
pycnocline and buoyancy flow around Oct. 1. In the
surface Ekman mixing-layer, the Bay-wide kinetic
effects of the winds have a limited potential energy
signature; they are thus represented by vectors of
lower eigenvalues. These vectors were not discussed
because a rigorous analysis of the physical meaning
of the complete variability subspace usually requires
additional machinery, in part because of the orthogo-
nality constraint. As we have found elsewhere
Ž .Lermusiaux, 1999a,b; Lermusiaux et al., 2000 , in
certain cases, some vectors may be directly physi-

Ž .cally meaningful usually the first ones , while in
other cases, vectors should be appropriately grouped

Ž .to describe a coherent structure or a phenomena.
In either case, evolving the variability subspace

locates the field variations of largest variance. This
property was helpful here to identify a few dynami-
cal characteristics of the data-driven physical field

Žsimulation. Strong wind events wind stress )1
2 .dynercm were found to alter the structures of the

buoyancy flow. Because of the coastline geometry
Ž .Fig. 1 , regardless of the wind direction, sufficiently
strong winds led to both upwelling and downwelling
somewhere in the Bay. Winds in the along-bay
direction favored Bay-wide responses. For the two
strong wind events estimated, northerly winds could
amplify the Bay-wide cyclonic circulation and coastal
jet, in accord with observations of Geyer et al.
Ž .1992 , while southerly winds could destroy these,
creating a tendency towards Bay-wide anticyclonic
motions. In particular, downwelling and possible
strengthening of the cyclonic rim current by coastal
frontogenesis were revealed important. The field
variations selected based on the two vectors sug-
gested that the local accelerating or decelerating
character of these along-front rim currents was usu-
ally associated with a modulation and possible rever-
sal of the ageostrophic vertical velocity patterns in
sections across the coastal front. The circulation
features were also found to be more variable than
previously described. During the 4 days described in
detail, several gyres, vortices and currents were esti-
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mated to occur, including: a pair of anticyclonic
gyres, one in Cape Cod Bay and the other north of
Cape Cod Bay; a cyclonic or anticyclonic gyre in
northern Mass. Bay; two of the branches of the Gulf
of Maine coastal current, one meandering along
Stellwagen Bank without entering Mass. Bay and the
other entering the Bay but not Cape Cod Bay; a
recirculation vortex along Cape Ann, north of the
Gulf of Maine coastal current inflow; and
upwelling-induced, northward rim currents inside
Mass. Bay.

6.3. Variability subspace and a few research direc-
tions

Oceanic issues related to the computation of aver-
ages were discussed in the text and Appendix B. For
dynamical interpretations, they appear especially im-
portant when the time-averaged properties are al-
lowed to evolve dynamically on multiple scales, or
when the ensemble-averaged statistics are computed
based on dynamical equations that are deterministic
in nature or already scale-restricted. The present
approach, rooted in evolving dominant eigendecom-
positions, provides a framework to address some of
these issues, especially when systems are large and
complex like the ocean.

The data and dynamics-driven forecast of the
evolving variability subspace is connected to other
research areas. It extends the use of fixed Aproper
orthogonal decompositionsB to extract coherent

Žstructures in turbulent flows Lumley, 1981; Sirovich,
.1991; Holmes et al., 1998 . It is related to the

dominant subspace of the so-called GFD singular
Ž .vectors Palmer et al., 1998 . Since variability is

intimately linked with uncertainty and predictability,
it is also motivated by probability or error predic-

Ž .tions Ehrendorfer, 1997 , skill and predictive capa-
Žbility assessments Thacker and Lewandowicz, 1996;

Moore and Kleeman, 1998; Miller and Cornuelle,
. Ž1999 , data assimilation De Mey, 1997; Verlaan and

Heemink, 1997; Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998;
Robinson et al., 1998; Brasseur et al., 1999; Madsen
and Canizares, 1999; Miller et al., 1999; Voorrips et

.al., 1999 and adaptive sampling designs, as was
Žshown here and in other regions Lermusiaux, 1997,

.1999b .
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Appendix A. Evolving the variability subspace:
mathematical problem statement

Choosing the framework of continuous-discrete
Ž .estimation Jazwinski, 1970 , the measurements are

assumed discrete in time. The dynamical equations
for the ocean state are considered in their discretized

Ž .form in space. The notation of Ide et al. 1997 is
followed, except for a few shorthands.6 The state
vector xgRn is characterized by the stochastic
dynamical and measurement models, respectively,

dxsMM x dtqdh , A1aŽ . Ž .
y osHH x qe . A1bŽ . Ž .

Ž .In Eq. A1a , MM is the dynamics operator, h a
Žstochastic forcing Wiener process or Brownian mo-

6 Ž . Ž .Denoting space and time by r,t , the shorthands x, MM x
Ž . Ž .and dh are employed in Eq. A1a instead of x r,t ,

Ž Ž . . Ž .MM x r,t ,r,t and dh r,t . Similar statements apply to quantities
Ž . Ž .in Eqs. A1b – 5 and in Appendix B. Initial conditions are

Ž . Ž .tdistinguished by a t dependence, e.g. x t . The superscript P0 0

for AtrueB is omitted, e.g. x and dh are used for x t and dh t.
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tion, e.g. Gard, 1988; Ikeda and Watanabe, 1989;
.Holden et al., 1996 of zero mean and covariance

� T4 Žmatrix Q(EE dh dh rdt for noise properties and
finite-difference implementation, see Lermusiaux,

. Ž . o m1997 . In Eq. A1b , y gR is the observation
vector, HH the observation operator and e a stochas-
tic forcing of zero mean and covariance matrix R(
� T4 � 4EE ee , where EE P is the expectation operator and

Ž .TP denotes transposition. The Acentral forecastB is
Ž .a solution of Eq. A1a , or sample path realization,

Ž .with initial condition x t . The expected evolution0

of the ocean state is obtained by taking the expecta-
Ž .tion of Eq. A1a ,

� 4dEE x
sEE MM x , A2� 4Ž . Ž .

dt

� 4Ž .the initial condition being EE x t . The evolution0

equation of the variability covariance from the ex-
Ž .pected state of Eq. A2 ,

T n=n� 4 � 4P(EE xyEE x xyEE x gR , A3Ž .Ž . Ž .� 4
is obtained by first forming the time-rate-of-change

Ž � 4.Ž � 4.Tof xyEE x xyEE x using the Ito lemma orˆ
Ž .rule for Wiener processes Jazwinski, 1970 , and

Ž . Ž . � 4Eqs. A1a and A2 to replace dx and dEE x .
Taking the expectation of the result then leads to,

dP TˆsEE xyx MM x yMM xŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .½ 5dt

TˆqEE MM x yMM x xyx qQ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .½ 5
A4aŽ .

dP
T T TˆsEE x MM x yx MM x qEE MM x x� 4 � 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ

dt

ˆ TyMM x x qQ, A4bŽ . Ž .ˆ

ˆ� 4 Ž . � Ž .4where x(EE x and MM x (EE MM x have beenˆ
used to lighten the notation.

The present objective is to initialize and evolve
the AdominantB eigendecomposition of P, combining
data and dynamics. By AdominantB is meant the
components explaining most of the variance, i.e. the
largest or significant p eigenvalues and correspond-

ing eigenvectors of P. An estimate of this dominant,
rank-p eigendecomposition is denoted by,7

B p(EP ET, A5Ž .
where the diagonal of P and columns of E contain
the ordered p eigenvalue and eigenvector estimates.

pŽ . THence, the goal is to compute B t (E P E0 0 0 0
pŽ . Tand evolve it, i.e. compute B t (E P E basedt t t

Ž . Ž .on Eqs. A1a – 4b ; a methodology to do so is
Ž .outlined in Section 4. In Eqs. A4a,b , the nonlinear

and stochastic terms continuously excite new direc-
Žtions in the state space. An adequate rank p e.g.

Ž . pŽ . .such that the trace of P t yB t is small enough
Ž .is thus function of time, psp t ; the notation p is

Ž .only used for convenience. Note that Eqs. A4a,b
also govern the predictability error covariance from
the expected state. It is the initial conditions and
reference state which determine the difference be-
tween predictability error and variability covariances.

Appendix B. Classic empirical orthogonal func-
tions, covariance eigendecomposition and vari-
ability subspaces

A few relationships and issues concerning the
eigendecompositions of time-averaged sample co-

Ž .variances spatial EOFs and of dynamically evolv-
Ž Ž ..ing covariances Eqs A4a–5 are discussed. The

classic time-averaged sample covariance is first ex-
tended to fading-memory sample covariances so as
to obtain a differential equation and allow some

Ž .direct comparisons with Eqs. A4a–5 . A few prop-
erties are then discussed and links to constant sub-
space techniques, for example used in turbulence

Ž .studies Holmes et al., 1998 , are mentioned.

B.1. ConÕentional sample coÕariances and spatial
EOFs

Generally, the computation of spatial EOFs in-
volves time-averaging. For simplicity, it is assumed

7 All decompositions are carried out on non-dimensionalized
covariances so as to be unit independent. For sample covariances
Ž .Section 4 , the norm used for each field variation is the volume
and sample averaged variance, as in Lermusiaux and Robinson
Ž .1999 . Once the non-dimensional sample covariance matrix is
decomposed, the non-dimensional eigenvectors, denoted here by

) Ž .E , are renormalized to lead E in Eq. A5 .
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Ž .here that full fields are measured, i.e. Eq. A1b
reduces to yosxqe , and that N observations yo

i
Ž .sx t qe , is1, . . . , N, are made at intervals D ti i

over a period tsND t. Removing the time average
o N oof these observations, y (1rNÝ y sxqe , theis1 i

spatial EOFs are the eigenvectors of the sample
covariance matrix,

N1 To o TC ( y y ye e˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ý ž /s i i i iN is1

N1 To o Ts y y ye e D t , B1Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ý ž /i i i i
t is1

o o ow here y ( y y y , e ( e y e , and˜ ˜i i i i

ÝN y oeTrN which ™0 as N™` is neglected. For˜ ˜is1 i i

D t approaching zero holding t constant, the continu-
Ž .ous version C of C in Eq. B1 is,s

1 t TC( xx ds , B2Ž .˜˜H
t tyt

Ž o .where the y ye ’s are replaced by their limit,˜ ˜i i
o tx(y ye(xyx, with x(1rtH x ds .˜ ˜ ˜ tyt

Ž .There are a few ambiguities related to Eqs. B1
Ž .and B2 . As stated, the conventional EOFs are

constant for the time window of interest. However,
ow xfor different windows tyt ,t , the time average y

Ž .as well as C and its EOFs in Eq. B1 usuallys
Ž .change. In computing Eq. B2 , one thus implicitly

expects that C and its eigendecomposition can vary
Ž .in time, but on time-scales longer than OO t . For

such non-stationary signals, another issue is the de-
Žtermination of meaningful sizes for t e.g. Phillips et

.al., 1992 ; for the multiple variables, scales and
processes, common sense is still often the only guide,

Ž .especially in oceanography. If x in Eqs. B1 and
Ž . Ž .B2 is a model state, since Eq. A1a is already
scale-restricted, t should be compatible with the

Ž . Ž .spectral window of Eq. A1a , e.g. Nihoul 1993 .
The choice of t is thus a research question. The time

Ž .to which C in Eq. B2 corresponds is finally some-
what arbitrary. In practice, one computes the vari-

Ž .ability once data are available and definition B2 is
Ž .here understood as that of C t , i.e. the value at the

end of the time interval. This is a common choice in
Ždynamical system theory e.g. Dehaene, 1995, and

.references therein , but the discussion to follow holds
for other choices.

B.2. Fading-memory sample coÕariances and spatial
EOFs

Ž .For a comparison between P in Eqs. A4a,b and
Ž .C, definition B2 should be extended to a matrix

whose evolution is continuous and governed by an
ordinary differential equation.

The rectangular filter of width t used to select C
should be replaced. A useful property is that most

Ž .oceanic systems Eq. A1a are dissipative and have
limits of predictability: the memory of initial condi-
tions often fades away with time. Explicitly using

Ž .this, the weights of older x in Eq. B2 can be˜
reduced according to a forgetting or fading rate l.
This rate l can adapt to the evolving statistical
properties of x. With a first two moments approach˜
Ž .Section 2 , l then varies with the state, the variabil-
ity covariance itself and time. From these arguments,
a class of so-called fading-memory sample covari-

Ž .ances e.g. Brockett, 1990 is introduced,

1 tt Ž Ž . Ž . .T y l C h ,x h ,h dh˜H lC t ( x s x s e ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜H sl
m y`

B3Ž .
Ž .In Eq. B3 , m is a normalization factor, l a positive

functional and x is the variation xyx, where the˜
average of Appendix B.1 is extended to the evolving

tt yH ldhsaverage x(1rmH x e ds for consistency.y`

The matrix C can be understood as a sample esti-l

Ž .mate of P in Eqs. A3, A4a,b if m is set to the
Ž .integral of the kernel for Eq. B3 , i.e.,

tt Ž Ž . Ž . .y l C h ,x h ,h dh˜H lm t ( e ds . B4Ž . Ž .H s

y`

Note that if only EOFs are sought, m is not a
Ž .relevant scalar. The rate l)0 is required for C tl

Ž . x xto be defined: if the variations x s over y`, t˜
Ž .are finite, C t stays bounded as time increases.l

Ž . Ž .Definitions B3 and B4 include several of previ-
ously introduced fading-memory schemes: for exam-

Ž . T Žple, lscst Dehaene, 1995 , lsx C x Brockett,˜ ˜l

.1990 or l evolving with the error estimate of x̃
Ž . Ž .Haykin, 1996 . The direct extension of Eq. B2
corresponds to ls1rt . In that case, evaluating Eq.
Ž . Ž .B4 gives a constant, mst , and Eq. B3 becomes,

Ž .tys1 t T yC t ( x s x s e ds , B5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ tH1rt
t y`
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which is a fading-memory sample covariance of
decay time-scale t . For oceanic studies, using l as a
function of C and x allows past variability esti-˜l

mates and events to be ArememberedB at time t with
different weights. Ideally, l can be a matrix so as to
account for inhomogeneous and anisotropic effects.

Ž . Ž .With the extension Eqs. B3 and B5 of Eq.
Ž .B2 , rates-of-change that only depend on the values
of fields at time t can be computed. An ordinary
differential equation can then be derived and com-

Ž .parisons made with Eqs. A4a,b . Using the Leibnitz
Ž .theorem, one obtains from Eq. B3 ,

dC xxT C˜˜l l
s y , B6Ž .

d t m m

where dmrdts1ylm has been used. In particular,
Ž Ž .. Tfor ls 1rt Eq. B5 , dC rdts xx rty˜˜1rt

Ž .C rt . The RHS of Eq. B6 is a simplified model1rt

Ž .of Eqs. A4a,b : the first term is a weighted influ-
ence of the most recent field variations due to both

Ž . Ž .dynamical MM and stochastic Q effects, while the
second corresponds to the components of the dynam-

Ž .ics MM that are variance-decreasing. Another rela-
Ž .tion with Eqs. A4a,b is obtained for the case mst

Ž .in general mscst by directly taking the expecta-
Ž .tion of Eq. B5 . Since the integral and expectation

operator commute,

Ž .tys1 t T yEE C t s EE x s x s e ds .� 4 � 4Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ tH1rt
t y`

B7Ž .

This logically states that the expectation of C1rt

� T4is equal to the time average of EE xx . This is˜˜
not sufficient however for the expectation of C1rt

� T4to be the time average of P. The matrix EE xx˜˜
Ž .is only a good approximation of P if x t s

Ž .tys

t y t � 4Ž .1rtH x e ds is a good estimate of EE x t .y`

Hence, for C and P to be equal, the expectation1rt

and time average must have equivalent effects on the
first two moments of x, which is an ergodic hypoth-
esis.

B.3. Discussion

ŽIn the present scheme and examples Sections
.3–5 , it is the evolving dominant eigendecomposi-

Ž . p Ž .tion of P in Eqs. A4a,b , i.e. B in Eq. A5 , which
is estimated and forecasted. Hence, the approach is
to decompose the variability computed based on
ensemble averaging, at a given fixed time.

In turbulence studies, the use of ensemble averag-
Ž Ž ..ing over many identical experiments Eqs. A2–5 ,

instead of time-averaging of a single experiment
Ž Ž ..Eqs. B1–7 is usually advocated for experimental,

Žtheoretical or mathematical reasons e.g. Salmon,
1998; von Storch and Frankignoul, 1998; Nihoul and

.Beckers, 1999 . This point of view is usually shared
by some statisticians or stochastic modelers. Despite
these facts, there are some ambiguities related to

Ž .Eqs. A2–5 , as there were ambiguities related to
Ž . Ž .Eqs. B1–7 see Appendices B.1 and B.2 . First, the

present ensemble averaging is not carried out on the
true fields, but on the already averaged or scale-re-
stricted state variables and approximate dynamics
Ž .A1a,b . This issue may not be too important as long

Ž .as closure terms in Eqs. A1a,b are proper or limited
in amplitude. Computing ensemble averages based

Ž .on Eqs. A1a,b is in fact what is commonly carried
Žout in practice e.g. Holmes et al., 1998; von Storch

.and Frankignoul, 1998, and references therein . Us-
Žing both real data and dynamics as done here Sec-

.tions 3–5 also helps in addressing this concern.
Second, the dynamical interpretation of ensemble
averages for ocean dynamics is not immediate. Such

Ž Ž ..an average at time t Eqs. A2–5 combines the
effects of all oceanic events that occurred before t
and it is challenging to discriminate between these
effects. Third and perhaps more importantly, there is
a priori no variability in the true ocean at a fixed
time t: there is only one single ocean state. From this
point of view, usually shared by some dynamicists or
deterministic modelers, the expectation operator and
thus all ensemble properties somewhat lack of mean-
ing. Probability ideas mainly arise because our ap-

Ž Ž ..proximate knowledge Eqs. A1a,b , while time-
Ž .averaging can be carried out in Eqs. B2–7 without

any implicit stochastic assumptions on x.˜
The extension of the time-averaged covariances to

fading-memory covariances provides a framework
Ž .to compare ensemble-averaged probabilistic and

time-averaged definitions of evolving variability co-
Ž .variances Appendix B.2 . It should be useful to

address some of the above issues. In the present
Mass. Bay example, simple links to time-variations
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of the estimated fields were already found valuable
to evaluate and improve the dynamical interpretation

Ž .of ensemble-averaged covariances Section 5 . Since
the present covariances are allowed to evolve, track-
ing their dominant eigendecompositions also pro-
vides an extension to the already useful fixed
subspace approaches, like the Aproper orthogonal

Ž .decompositionB Lumley, 1971, 1981 , Karhunen–
Ž .Loeve procedure Sirovich, 1991; Rajaee et al., 1994´

Ž Ž . Ž ..or classic EOF expansion Eqs. B1 and B2 . The
present variability subspace evolves in time, explor-

� 4Ž .ing the neighborhood of EE x t , and it is estimated
combining data and dynamics. It aims to follow the
dominant coherent structures as they develop, inter-
act or subside, and may help find a few answers to
some turbulence and ocean dynamics questions.

Appendix C. Timings of the real-time computa-
tions

The initialization of the physical fields for Sep. 27
Ž .Section 5.1.1 took about 30 min late on Sep. 27.
The initialization of the 3D physical variability sub-

Ž .space Section 5.1.2 was completed on Sep. 28, in a
total of 15.5 h. To do so, the dominant 300 tracer
eigenvectors were first computed in about 1 h. The
complete variability subspace for 300 PE eigenvec-
tors was then constructed in 14.5 h: using an average
computer power equivalent to 16 Sun Sparc-20 CPUs,
the ensemble of 300 adjustment PE integrations took
Ž .300r16=40 r60s12.5 h, and the SVDs and as-
sociated evaluations of the convergence criterion
Ž .Lermusiaux, 1997 took about 2 h. Each of the 300
adjustments were for 1 model-day, taking about 40

Žmin on a Sun Sparc-20 this time could have been
.reduced by increasing the time-step .

Ž .Using Eq. A1a , the 4-day Acentral forecastB for
Ž .Oct. 1 Section 5.2.1 was issued mid-day on Sep.

28, in about 100 min with a Sun Ultra. The 4-day
Ž .Monte-Carlo forecasts Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 were

started on Sep. 28 and completed in about 2.5 days
of elapsed-time, late on Sep. 30: using an average
computer power equivalent to 17 Sun Sparc-20 CPUs,
the ensemble of 296 Monte-Carlo 4-day forecasts
required 296r17=200r60r24s2.42 days, and the
SVDs and convergence criterion computations took
an additional 1.5 h. Late on Sep. 29, the 136 fore-

casts already available were used in the design of the
Ž .sampling for Sep. 30 Section 5.2.2 .
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